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we use words…………….. for our purpose

interchangeably implicitly clearly easily

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

curriculum specialists try to ..... the regular  schedule for everyday.

facilitate comprise routinize direct

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ……..effect of many illnesses made him a weak man

communicative cognitive cumulative implicit

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Penicillin is an/a……….medicine in the treatment of many disease

effective useless scientific expletive

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I am at the end of my……… I have nothing left to use

plan chalk resource wealth

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Many diverse opinions were expressed in the class.The word "diverse" can be replaced

by ..................................................

horizontal responsible varied basic

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The teacher's………. was perfect

competence domain opportunity appreciation

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Definition of curriculum includes both…….. and………. aspects of schooling.

formal- natural teaching- formal formal- informal formal- normal

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Curriculum plans tend  to be more global, the  word "global" means

ball globe world- wide specific

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The teacher .......................... between the two boys in their quarrel.

arbitrated altered assured developed

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Objectives state the specific…………… changes in student behavior

covert overt implicit explicit

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The teacher is actually the………… and the guide in implementation of the purposes of the

institution

arbitrator interpreter developer inventor

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The definition of goals for the school is a ………. Responsibility 

professional technical educational managerial

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Thirty days constitute a month.What is the meaning of "constitute" in this sentence?   

follow up refer to make up look for

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Student's participation in learning ...................is very important .

objectives aspects goals activities

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

These methods are ........................for educating learners.

elementary feasible emotional religious

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Young children immitate their……….. when they are together in school.

parents teachers peer group manegments

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The word" thorough" in the sentence " A teacher with a thorough grasp of the subject is required

to help a learner understand the concept" means

 very carful from end to end of

complete lack of

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

There should be a committee to ........................ better relations between races.

foster contribute Reject Accept

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Boys usually reach……….. at the age of 15.

argument maturity purpose doubt

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The mother  embraced her baby.What is the meaning of "embraced"in this sentence?

hold reject hug accept

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Ice and water are the same………. In different forms.

topics substance conditions taxonomy

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Scientists have performed taxonomies of scientific objectives.What is the meaning of"

taxonomies" in this sentence?

production classifications specifications constructions

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Psycho -motor objectives relate to .........................

physical activities social activities

mental activities moral activities

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The ……… of different ideas will make a uniform plan.

determination engagement evaluation integration

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Sometimes punishment might ….......… children's aggressive behavior

require breaks reinforce judges

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I can hear a continuous sound from this room.What is the meaning of  "continuous" in this

sentence?

stop nonstop known unknown

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The twelve months are……….. parts of a years

obvious pre instructional actual complementary

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There should be no reason for developing curriculum plan if there were no……

learning instruction student school

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Value………determine how good the teaching had been.

judgments achievement accomplishment argument

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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